A Population Association Study of Angiotensinogen Polymorphisms and Haplotypes With Left Ventricular Phenotypes
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Abstract—Several studies have shown an association between single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the angiotensinogen (AGT) gene and hypertension. Because hypertension is a risk factor for left ventricular (LV) hypertrophy and because evidence from animal models suggests that AGT may play a role in the growth and hypertrophy of the heart, we chose to conduct a population association study examining the relationship of 10 SNPs in the AGT gene with 7 different LV phenotypes measured by echocardiography. Participants (336 whites and 441 blacks) were drawn from the Hypertension Genetic Epidemiology Network (HyperGEN) study. Individuals were genotyped for 10 previously identified SNPs within the AGT gene. SNP genotype results were regressed against continuous LV phenotypes to test associations separately in each race. Using a cutoff of $P<0.005$ to account for multiple testing, we found 1 SNP (rs943580) significantly associated with transmural early peak filling velocity (MVE) in the black population. We also used Phase 2.0.2 to reconstruct haplotypes from genotype data. Using the same cutoff of $P<0.005$, we found no haplotypes to be significantly associated with the LV phenotypes. To better understand the association between rs943580 and MVE, we examined AGT haplotype associations with LV phenotypes measured by echocardiography. Participants (336 whites and 441 blacks) were drawn from the Hypertension Genetic Epidemiology Network (HyperGEN) study. Individuals were genotyped for 10 previously identified SNPs within the AGT gene. SNP genotype results were regressed against continuous LV phenotypes to test associations separately in each race. Using a cutoff of $P<0.005$ to account for multiple testing, we found 1 SNP (rs943580) significantly associated with transmural early peak filling velocity (MVE) in the black population. We also used Phase 2.0.2 to reconstruct haplotypes from genotype data. Using the same cutoff of $P<0.005$, we found no haplotypes to be significantly associated with the LV phenotypes. To better understand the association between rs943580 and MVE, we examined AGT haplotype associations with MVE. The single SNP association was driven by a large group of SNPs in high linkage disequilibrium that includes the promoter SNP rs5051. (Hypertension. 2005;46:1294-1299.)
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Left ventricular (LV) hypertrophy, defined categorically as LV mass above the 97.5th percentile of the LV mass distribution in normotensive, normal-weight individuals, is a common cardiac disorder in the United States. Studies have shown the prevalence of LV hypertrophy (LVH) to be 16% in whites and 33% to 43% in blacks.1,2 LVH is a powerful predictor of morbidity and mortality from myocardial infarction, stroke, and congestive heart failure.3,4 Given this, and the ease of measuring LV mass and function using echocardiography in large population samples, echocardiographic measures of the left ventricle can be important predictive phenotypes of cardiovascular morbidity and mortality. Studies have also shown that LV mass is a heritable trait. In the Framingham Heart Study, the heritability of LV mass was estimated to be between 0.24 and 0.32,5 and in the Hypertension Genetic Epidemiology Network (HyperGEN) study, the sibling correlation of LV mass was between 0.29 and 0.44 in blacks.6 These moderate levels of heritability suggest there may be genetic risk factors for LVH.

Angiotensinogen (AGT) is a gene spanning 13 kb on chromosome 1q42. The role of AGT in controlling blood pressure as part of the renin-AGT-aldosterone system is well understood. Many recent studies have examined the association of several known single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the AGT gene with the prevalence of hypertension. Results from several populations have indicated that 2 SNPs (M235T and G–6 A) are associated with increased prevalence of hypertension,7,8 although these results have not been confirmed in all populations.9 Additionally, studies have shown increased AGT synthesis in the myointimal layer after injury to an artery.10 Given this evidence and the association of hypertension with LVH, there has been recent interest in the association of AGT SNPs with measures of LV size and function. The M235T AGT SNP has been shown to be associated with LV mass in 2 cross-sectional studies,11,12 but not another,13 and to be associated with reduction in indexed LV mass among those taking an angiotensin receptor blocker but not a β-blocker in a treatment trial.14 The Cardiogenomics group found that the AGT rs7079 SNP (a
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noncoding SNP in the exon 5 UTR) is associated with LV mass in women in the Framingham Heart Study. In this study, we seek to duplicate results of earlier studies and also examine the association of as yet untested echocardiographic phenotypes with SNPs in the AGT gene.

Methods

Study Population

Individuals in this study were participants in the HyperGEN study, which is 1 of 4 networks in the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute Family Blood Pressure Program (FBPP). Recruitment procedures for HyperGEN have been reported previously. This analysis used SNP genotypes typed on a subset of the total HyperGEN population selected for a case-control study of hypertensive cases and independent normotensive controls together with their offspring were selected. To create an unrelated sample for this study, we first selected all participants who had undergone an echocardiographic examination (because these were performed locally by centrally trained sonographers). The echocardiographic methods used and protocols followed have been described previously. Readings were made and phenotypes derived at the central reading center at the Weill Cornell Medical Center by experienced sonographers and verified by trained cardiologists, all of whom were blinded to participants’ clinical data. LV internal dimension and interventricular septal and posterior wall thickness were measured at end-diastole and end-systole by American Society of Echocardiography recommendations on up to 3 cardiac cycles at or just below the tips of mitral leaflets on parasternal long-axis and short-axis views. When optimal orientation of the LV M-mode could not be obtained, correctly oriented linear dimensions were measured from 2D imaging by the leading-edge American Society of Echocardiography convention. LV diastolic filling parameters were measured by pulsed Doppler in apical 4-chamber view during diastole, with the sample volume placed at mitral valve leaflet tips or mitral valve annulus. LV mass, aortic root diameter, atrial phase peak filling velocity MVA, transmirtal early peak filling velocity (MVE), mid-wall shortening (MWS), relative wall thickness (RWT), and LV internal diameter (LVIDD) were calculated as described previously. LV mass was indexed by height (creating the variable LV mass/(HT^2)) to control for the effect of body size. Interclass correlation coefficients of methods similar to those used in HyperGEN have been reported by the reading center (r=0.94 for LV mass indexed by height, 0.58 for MVE, 0.57 for MVA, 0.68 for MWS, and 0.87 for LVIDD).

More than half (56%) of subjects with echocardiogram data had filling velocity measurements at the leaflet tips, and 38% had velocity measurements at the annulus. For those missing measurements at the tips, equations derived for hypertensive patients in- volved in the Losartan Intervention of Endpoint (LIFE) trial were used to convert filling velocity measurements at the annulus to filling velocity measurements at the tips. With these conversions, 310 whites and 419 blacks had MVE measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements, and 309 whites and 416 blacks had MVA measurements.
exceeding 2.5× the interquartile range above or below the median trait value were discarded.

Data Analysis

Individual SNP associations with continuous LV phenotypes were calculated using linear regression in PC SAS version 8.0. (SAS Institute Inc.) Using the general linear models (GLM) procedure, SNP genotypes were included in the model as 2-df class variables (with an A→G SNP having possible values of AA, AG, or GG).

Because our study population had originally been selected as part of a case control study of hypertension, and because hypertension is a risk factor for LVH, we chose to control all regression equations with a hypertension binary variable based on JNC VII definitions. Substantial confounding by hypertension was unlikely because none of the AGT SNPs were found to be significantly associated with hypertension status in the case control study.16 Models were also adjusted for age and sex (and heart rate for MVA, MVE, and LVIDD variables only). Adjusted means of the LV phenotypes by SNP genotype were calculated with the “lsmeans” feature of “proc GLM” in PC SAS version 8.0. To avoid possible confounding attributable to different allele frequencies, and in recognition of the fact that different genetic variants may be at play in the black and white populations, all analyses were performed separately by race.

Because we tested 10 SNPs for each phenotype, we set a threshold of \( P < 0.005 \) as a measure of statistical significance. In an additional effort to correct for multiple comparisons, we also calculated empirical \( P \) values for any single SNP associations that met our level of significance. To do this, we created 1000 data sets by randomly permuting phenotypic values on genotypic values within race-specific data sets. Adjusted associations for a given echocardiographic trait and each of the 10 SNPs were calculated for each data set, and the greatest F-test value among these 10 tests was recorded. The greatest F-tests from all 1000 data sets were then ranked and the empirical \( P \) value determined by the position of the original F-test fell on the ranked list.

Phase v2.0.2 (a program that uses a Bayesian statistical method to reconstruct haplotypes from population genotype data)26,27 was used to infer haplotypes from all 10 SNP genotypes for the unrelated white and black subpopulations separately. The predicted most likely haplotypes were then used to compute race-specific estimates of \( r^2 \) and used for regression analyses. Using the “Proc GLM” procedure in PC SAS version 8.0, haplotype associations and adjusted means of all LV phenotypes were calculated. Haplotypes having a >5% total frequency in the population ("major haplotypes") were included individually in models as 2-df variables (with the groups consisting of individuals with 2, 1, or 0 copies of the haplotype in question) and also included in 1-df models (where all those having 1 or 2 copies of the haplotype were grouped together). Again, because we tested the association of multiple haplotypes with each LV phenotype, we set a threshold of \( P < 0.005 \) as a measure of significance. All haplotype regressions were adjusted for age, sex, hypertension status, and heart rate, and haplotype regressions were weighted by the posterior probabilities of the predicted haplotype pairs, as calculated by the Phase program.

Post hoc power analyses were conducted with the program G*Power.

Results

Table 1 lists the characteristics of the black and white study populations. Because the initial study population was selected on hypertension, both samples had roughly equal numbers of normotensive and hypertensive individuals. The table indicates phenotypes that differed significantly between the races.

The results of the single SNP association analysis are presented in Figure 2. No association achieved statistical significance using the \( P < 0.005 \) threshold in the white population. Only 1 association (rs943580 and MVE) achieved our preset level of significance in the black population. When an empirical \( P \) value for this association was calculated, the actual F-test value for the original association fell 981st on the list of F-test values calculated from permuted data sets, resulting in an empirical \( P \) value of 0.019.

The correlations (\( r^2 \)) among the 10 typed SNPs are listed for each race in Table 3. Comparing the calculations for whites and blacks reveals different patterns of linkage disequilibrium between the 2 races. Further examining the pattern of linkage disequilibrium in the black population reveals that 3 SNPs are highly correlated (\( r^2 > 0.7 \)) with the rs943580 SNP.

Table 4 lists the adjusted means of MVE by rs943580 genotype. Additionally, the adjusted means of MVE by rs699 and rs5051 (2 highly correlated SNPs associated with hypertension in other analyses) are presented. The MVE mean for individuals with the GG genotype at rs943580 is lower than for individuals with 1 or 2 A alleles and a formal comparison of the 2 groups (GG versus [AG+AA]) was highly significant (\( P = 0.0005 \)). Because of the high correlation between rs943580 and rs699 and rs5051, similar results are seen for rs699 and rs5051, with individuals homozygous for the major allele having a lower mean MVE. Adjusted means (by genotype) of heart rate, systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, and stroke volume are also listed because these phenotypes may be intermediate factors on the pathway between AGT and MVE.

Table 5 lists some results from our haplotype analysis. No haplotype associations achieved a level of significance of \( P < 0.005 \) in either race, and only 4 associations achieved a level of significance of \( P < 0.05 \) (haplotype 4 and MVE, haplotype 6 and MVE, haplotype 3 and MWS, and haplotype 2 and RWT, all in the black population). Nonetheless, to better understand the individual SNP associations with MVE, we examined the association of all major haplotypes with MVE. Table 5 shows the results of the regression of each major haplotype individually on MVE. In these individual
TABLE 3. $r^2$ Calculations for Black and White Subpopulations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SNP</th>
<th>$r^2$ (correlation) for whites</th>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>$r^2$ (correlation) for blacks</th>
<th>$n$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rs5046</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>rs5046</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rs5049</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>rs5049</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rs5050</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>rs5050</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rs5051</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>rs5051</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rs2493134</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>rs2493134</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rs4762</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>rs4762</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rs699</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>rs699</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rs7079</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>rs7079</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rs943580</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>rs943580</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 4. Adjusted Means±SE of Echo Variables by SNP Genotype in the Black Population

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genotype</th>
<th>MVE*</th>
<th>Heart rate†</th>
<th>SBP†</th>
<th>DBP†</th>
<th>Stroke volume†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rs943580</td>
<td>89.1±5.8</td>
<td>68.8±3.8</td>
<td>117.8±6.7</td>
<td>69.8±3.8</td>
<td>76.8±5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rs699</td>
<td>85.4±5.8</td>
<td>69.2±3.8</td>
<td>124.2±5.8</td>
<td>70.7±3.3</td>
<td>76.0±0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rs5051</td>
<td>85.2±1.6</td>
<td>72.2±1.0</td>
<td>130.8±1.8</td>
<td>75.5±1.0</td>
<td>76.0±1.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Means are adjusted for age, sex, heart rate, and hypertension status; †means are adjusted for age, sex, and hypertension status.
suggest the difference in diastolic stiffness and active relaxation between genotypes was not explained solely through AGT-mediated changes in these intermediate traits. However, we recognize that these intermediate factors were measured only once and may not reflect the complete hemodynamic history of the study participants. An alternative explanation of the AGT genotype relation to MVE is that AGT has a direct action on the relaxation of the myocardium. In contrast, the absence of associations in this study with LV mass, RWT, and LVIDD suggests that AGT plays less of a significant role in simple growth and proliferation of the heart muscle. This is in contrast to 2 previous studies that found a significant association between the rs699 SNP and LV mass in Japanese hospital patients and Finnish endurance athletes. A possible explanation for this lack of replication is that our analysis was not sufficiently powered. However, our post hoc analysis suggests that we had 80% power in the white population to detect an association that accounted for only 5% of the trait variance, indicating our ability to detect associations of fairly modest effect size. Another possibility for the lack of replication is heterogeneity in the causes of various LV traits between different study populations. Within our own study population, we found very different association results in the white and black samples. Such results are not unexpected given the evidence of different linkage disequilibrium patterns (evidence of a possible selective sweep in non-African populations) and different hypothesized selective pressures on sodium retention between tropical and temperate populations.

Although one would hope that haplotype analysis would refine the results of a multiple SNP association study, in this study, we actually obtained smaller $P$ values from the single SNP analysis. The adjusted means for individuals with certain haplotypes were individually regressed against MVE as 2-df variables. The regressions were adjusted for age, sex, heart rate, and hypertension status. Frequency measures are for the frequency of the haplotype given all haplotypes in the population.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Haplotype</th>
<th>MVE Mean±SE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>C A A A G C C A C G</td>
<td>0.09 79.6±12.1 80.6±2.1 81.8±1.0 0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>C G A A G C C A C G</td>
<td>0.09 62.9±17.2 84.0±2.0 81.1±1.0 0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>C G A A G C C G C G</td>
<td>0.33 77.2±2.7 81.2±1.3 83.1±1.3 0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>C G A A G C T A A A</td>
<td>0.09 108.6±17.0 86.5±2.1 80.5±0.9 0.0094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>C G C A G T C G C G</td>
<td>0.06 60.4±17.3 82.9±2.6 81.5±0.9 0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>T A A A G C C A C G</td>
<td>0.13 88.9±6.0 76.8±1.8 82.8±1.0 0.0068</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Major AGT haplotypes were individually regressed against MVE as 2-df variables. The regressions were adjusted for age, sex, heart rate, and hypertension status. *Two copies of the haplotype of interest; †1 copy of the haplotype of interest and any other haplotype; ‡any other haplotype combination.

Perspectives

In this study, 1 SNP in the AGT gene was found to be associated with MVE in blacks. Previous findings that SNPs in the AGT gene are associated with LV mass were not replicated. Because of the high linkage disequilibrium in certain regions of the AGT gene, it is difficult to determine whether rs943580 is the causal SNP or if the causal SNP is rs5051, a promoter SNP that is known to be associated with hypertension. Further studies need to be performed to validate this result and to determine the true causal SNP in the association.
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